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Overview
▀

▀

IESO’s starting assumption is a multi-year forward incremental capacity
auction design. However, the duration of the forward procurement period
has yet to be determined
Key Questions
− What are the options for the duration of the forward period?
− What designs are used by other jurisdictions?
− What are implications for other capacity auction design elements?
Example 3-Year Forward Auction
Forward Period
Supplier must be available once commitment period begins

Forward auction
held

Commitment Period
Supplier must be available

Commitment period begins
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Years Prior to Commitment Period Start
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Forward Period Options

Spot Auctions
▀
▀

▀

Held days to a few months in advance of the commitment period
Absence of forward period limits competition between new (i.e., yet to be
developed) and existing resources, reducing market efficiency
Uncertainty and Risk
− Least uncertainty in peak load forecasts and resource adequacy needs across all
options
− Shortages (e.g., due to unanticipated retirements) may not be identified in time for
effective market-based entry, causing more frequent administrative interventions
and reliance on higher-cost (or even emergency) options
− Potentially extreme price volatility due to little/no recourse for correcting shortages

Spot

1-2 Years

3-4 Years

5-10 Years
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Forward Period Options

1-2 Year Forward Auctions
▀

Enables participation by new, short lead-time resources (DR, uprates,
mothballed resources, postponed retirements)

▀

Limits participation by new traditional generation not yet under construction

▀

Uncertainty and Risk
− Reduced uncertainty in peak load forecasts and resource adequacy needs (relative
to longer forward periods)
− Some risk that shortages will not be identified in time for market-based entry,
causing more frequent administrative interventions
− High price volatility due to limited recourse to shortages (but reduced relative to
spot auctions)

Spot

1-2 Years

3-4 Years

5-10 Years
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Forward Period Options

3-4 Year Forward Auctions
▀

Matches the lead time of major investment milestones for most new resources
− Provides time to delay/cancel projects before irreversible major financial commitments are made
− Allows time for speeding up construction when the price is right

▀

Enables direct competition between most new and existing resources
− Increases market efficiency
− Reduces the ability of existing resources to exercise market power
− Rebalancing auctions can facilitate participation of short lead-time resources

▀

Uncertainty and Risk
− Risk of over/under forecasting peak load; but largely mitigated by rebalancing auctions
− Price volatility reduced by competition between new/existing resources (flattening the supply
curve) and by procurement adjustments in rebalancing auctions
− Mitigates risk by limiting forward period to a “reasonably foreseeable” time period

Spot

1-2 Years

3-4 Years

5-10 Years
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Forward Period Options

5-10 Year Forward Auctions
▀
▀

▀

Enables direct competition across all resources

PJM Load Forecast Uncertainty

Price volatility reduced by competition and
rebalancing auctions
Increased supplier and market operation risks
− New generators: Uncertainties about future costs
and development schedules
− New DR and EE: Difficulty contracting with load
5+ years forward
− Existing resources: Difficulty estimating costs of
older resources 5-10 years in the future
− Market operations: Large risk of over- or underforecasting peak load
− Risks are somewhat mitigated by rebalancing
auctions

Spot

1-2 Years

Sources and Notes:
Based on PJM data. Actual weather-normal peak load and forecasts may not
reflect the same weather normalization methodology.

3-4 Years

5-10 Years
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Forward Periods of Other Jurisdictions

Forward Obligation Period in Other Markets

Trading Period
Commitment Period
Obligation Period
Voluntary or Readjustment Auction
Mandatory Auction

5

4

3

2

1

Years Prior to Commitment Period Start

Commitment Period

Note: Mexican market also includes mid- an long-term contracting auctions that are organized more similarly to utility competitive procurements
rather than traditional capacity markets
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Forward Periods of Other Jurisdictions

Experiences of U.S. Jurisdictions
▀

PJM and ISO-NE: 3-year forward base auction with annual rebalancing auctions
− Have attracted substantial new supply, both traditional generation and DR (see chart)

▀

MISO: Spot auction only
− Limited merchant development due
to several factors including high
reserve margins, regulated market
environment, and unpredictable
pricing (vertical supply curve)

▀

PJM New Capacity Additions

NYISO: Spot auction with voluntary
seasonal auctions
− Limited new development due to
high reserve margins, but some new
development recently (CPV Valley,
Cricket Valley combined cycle plants)

Source: PJM BRA Results
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Forward Periods of Other Jurisdictions

Examples of Other Jurisdictions
▀

Ireland: 4-year forward base auction with 1-year ahead rebalancing auction
− Have not held their first auction yet. Transitional auction in December 2017; first full
auction around September 2018

▀

Great Britain: 4-year forward base auction with secondary capacity markets
− Has attracted new supply (gas, diesel, DR, and storage)

▀

▀

Western Australia: 3-year forward base auction with 1-year ahead rebalancing
auction (proposed design, not yet implemented)
Mexico: Long-term procurement auctions and short-term capacity market
− Two long-term auctions have procured capacity and clean energy at low prices relative
to other Latin American nations

▀

France: 4-year trading period, with ex-post rebalancing settlement
− Capacity providers certify their capacity during a 4-year window before the
commitment year, may offer into a third-party market or trade bilaterally
− Load serving entities purchase these certificates during the same period and are
debited for shortfalls to their capacity needs as determined after the commitment year
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Implications for Other Design Features

Rebalancing Auctions
▀

Rebalancing auctions, conducted between the forward auction and the commitment
period, serve three purposes:
− Allow the RTO to adjust (up or down) procured quantities due to changes in the load forecast
− Enable suppliers to buy out of forward positions due to unforeseen circumstances
− Facilitate participation by resources that did not participate in the forward auction or cannot as
easily make a forward obligation (e.g. DR)

▀

Functionality is very similar to base auction: clear all supply against demand, but supply
and demand include RTO procurement adjustments and supplier offers to buy into or
out of the market
Rebalancing Auction Illustration

Forward Auction
Developer clears new
NGCC for commitment
period 3 years out

4

Rebalancing Auction
- Due to construction delays, NGCC developer submits a sell offer to buy
out their position
- A short-lead supplier submits a buy bid and assumes the commitment

3

2

1

Years Prior to Commitment Period Start

Commitment Period
Short-lead supplier provides
capacity

0
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Implications for Other Design Features

Tracking and Incentivizing New Resource Delivery
▀

▀

▀

Mechanisms are needed to track the progress of commitments from new
resources and incentivize them to either be built or to buy out of their
forward position
Special processes are needed for short lead-time resources (such as DR
and imports) without traditional “new steel in the ground” characteristics
PJM mechanisms:
− Deficiency payments: Suppliers that do not fulfill their capacity obligation are
charged on a daily basis 120% of the weighted-average capacity market clearing
price
− Credit requirement: To reduce counter-party risk, PJM also has a credit
requirement for new planned resources. Requirements are lowered as
resources achieve construction milestones
− DR/Imports: DR and import capacity offers must be certified to participate. DR is
certified through an Emergency Load Response Registration, and Imports must
show evidence of securing firm transmission service for the complete
transmission path. Credit requirements are lowered as resources are certified

Note:
In addition to these mechanisms, all capacity resources in PJM must pay a capacity performance charge for each emergency
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hour the resource is unable to provide capacity. Each supplier’s total annual charges are capped at 150% of Net CONE.
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Takeaways

Comparison of Options
Spot

1-2 Years

3-4 Years

5-10 Years

Competition
Between New
and Existing
Resources
Price
Volatility

Other
Uncertainties
and Risks
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Takeaways

Implications for Ontario
▀

Evolving best practice is a 3-4 year forward auction based on successful
experiences of PJM and ISO-NE
− Shorter periods would likely increase price volatility and limit competition
between existing and new resources
− Longer periods would likely increase risks to suppliers, market operations
(forecasting uncertainty), and older existing resources
− Many non-U.S. jurisdictions have also proposed mechanisms with similar forward
periods

▀

▀

IESO can transition over time from an 1-year forward auction initially to a
multi-year forward auction as the need for new build supply emerges
The forward-period auction design will need to be combined with other
market design elements
− Rebalancing auctions
− Commitment tracking and performance penalties
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About The Brattle Group
The Brattle Group provides consulting and expert testimony in economics, finance, and
regulation to corporations, law firms, and governmental agencies worldwide.
We combine in-depth industry experience and rigorous analyses to help clients answer
complex economic and financial questions in litigation and regulation, develop strategies for
changing markets, and make critical business decisions.
Our services to the electric power industry include:
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀

Climate Change Policy and Planning
Cost of Capital
Demand Forecasting Methodology
Demand Response and Energy Efficiency
Electricity Market Modeling
Energy Asset Valuation
Energy Contract Litigation
Environmental Compliance
Fuel and Power Procurement
Incentive Regulation

▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀
▀

Rate Design and Cost Allocation
Regulatory Strategy and Litigation Support
Renewables
Resource Planning
Retail Access and Restructuring
Risk Management
Market-Based Rates
Market Design and Competitive Analysis
Mergers and Acquisitions
Transmission
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